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1 Introduction 

The purpose of this note is to point out sorne problems in number 
theory, dealing mainly with properties of the Riemann zeta function (, 
for which the theory of reorderings of series in Banach spaces are ( or 
could be) useful. First we review briefiy sorne results of this theory and 
later we mention (probable) applications to number theory. 

Our starting point is the following: 

Theorem Let L tn be a convergent series of real numbers. Then 
n>l 

precisely one of the following holds: 

(UC) For every bijection 1r of N, L t1r(n) converges and the resulting 
n~l 

sum is L tn. Moreover, this occurs if and only if L ltnl 
n>l n~l 

converges. 

(CC) There are bijections 1r of N for which L t1r(n) is not convergent; 
n>l 

in this case for each t E lR there is a bi]ection 1r of N such that 

t = L t1r(n). We can also find a bijection for which the resulting 
n>l 

permuted sum diverges to +oo or -oo. 

(UC) is dueto G.Dirichlet (1837) and (CC) is dueto B.Riemann (1854), 
with a small gap filled in by U.Dini (1868). 

P.Levy {1905) proved that given a convergent series of complex num
bers, the set of convergent rearrangements of the series is either a single
ton, a line in C, or the whole complex plane. He also gave an extension 
to JRk, k ~ 3, that was not correct. E.Steinitz (1913) found a proper 
formulation and a correct proof of the Lévy-Steinitz theorem: For any 
convergent series in JRk, the set of sums of its convergent rearrangements 
is an affine set, that is, the translate of a linear subspace. 

V.M.Kadets (1986) proved that in any infinite dimensional Banach 
space there is a convergent series which has the property that the set of 
sums of its convergent rearrangements fails to be convex. 
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M.I.Kadets and K.Wózniakowski (1989), P.A.Kornilov (1988) and 
P.Enfio (unpublished) proved, independently, that any infinite dimen
sional Banach space contains a convergent series such that each of its 
convergent rearrangements has one of two values. 

W.Banaszczyk (1990, 1993) has shown that a Fréchet space is nu
clear if and only if the Lévy-Steinitz theorem holds in it. 

For the results quoted above (and much more), see [5). 

The following result on conditionally convergent series in a Hilbert 
space appears in [8): 

Theorem l. Suppose that a series L Un of vectors in a real Hilbert 
n?:l 

space H satisfies the condition L llunll2 < oo, and for any e E H 
n?:l 

with llell = 1 the series L (un, e) is conditionally convergent {with sorne 
n?:l 

rearrangement of the terms if necessary). Then for any s E H there is 

a bijection 1r of N such that L u1r(n) = s in the norm of H. 
n?:l 

If T is a compact operator in the separable Hilbert space H and 
cp = { l.pi hE N is an orthonormal basis in H, we say that cp E Do m ( trT) 
if the series :2: (Tcpi, epi) converges. If cp E Dom(trT) we denote the 

i?:l 

complex number L(Tcpi,cpi) by trcpT. This correspondence defines a 
i?:l 

function from Dom(trT) into C. The range of this function will be 
denoted by R(trT). It is possible to have Dom(trT) = 0 and therefore 
also R(trT) = 0. The following theorem was proven by A.Ben-Artzi 
(1984) [7), and it bears sorne resemblance to the Lévy theorem. 

Theorem Let TE B(H) be compact, H a separable Hilbert space such 
that Dom(trT) ::j:. 0. Then 

{i) R(trT) is either a point, or a straight line in the complex plane, 
or the whole complex plane. 
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(ii) There exists an orthonormal basis cp = { cp, h> 1 , such that R( trT) 
coincides with the set of all convergent rearrangements of the 
series L (Tcp,, cp,). 

i~l 

(iii) The case when R(trT) is a straight line occurs if and only if T 
can be represented as a sum T = ¡..tA + R where R is a trace class 
operator, J.L E e\ {0}, A= A* and neither A+ norA_ is of trace 
class. 

Finally, the author of this note proved in 1996 (2) the following result 
about reorderings of harrnonic like divergent series: 

Theorem 2. If 1: N~ e is a function such that L 1/(n)- ~1 < 00 

n>l ' 

and a E (0, 1] is irrational, then -

L {1 ([~]) + f ([1 : a])- f(n)} = -alna- {1- a)ln(1- a), 
n~l 

where (x] denotes the integer part of x. 

2 Applications to Number Theory 

We now rnention sorne problerns in nurnber theory, sorne still un
solved, for which the above results are or could be useful. 

If p(x) = x- (x] is the fractionary part function, in 1955 A. Beurling 
[ 6) proved the following 

Theorem lf 

N 

M={/: /(x) = t;akp (~), 
N 

Laklh =O, O< 9k $ 1, ak E e, 1$ k$ N, N~ 2}, 
k=l 
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then the Riemann Hypothesis (R.H.) holds if and only if M= L2(0, 1). 
Moreover, M= L2 (0, 1) i/ and only if 1 E M. 

If J.L is the Mobius function, E.Meissel (1854) [9] has proven that 

if x ~ 1 then 2: J.L(n) [~] = 1, and H. von Mangoldt (1897) [9] has 
. n>l 

shown that 2: J"¿(n) = O. Combining these last two equations we get 
n>l n 

that pointwise it holds that 

The partial sums of this series are in M, but the series does not converge 
strongly in L2 (0, 1) (R.Heath-Brown, prívate communication); but to 
establish R.H. weak convergence would suflice. 

For any bijection 1r of N it can be shown that 

[
(}] "'J.L(7r(n)) 
; L- 1r(n) - Xjo,Bj(x), 'VO,x E]O, 1). 

n~l 

Sin ce the series 2: J.L~) is conditionally convergent, the permuted 
n>l 

series 2: J.L~~)) ca: take any real value or even be divergent. There-
n>l 

fore sin~e the function 99(x) = [~] does not belong to L2 (0, 1), a 

natural question to ask is: Are there any bijections 1r of N such that 

2: J.L(7r(n)) =O and the series 
n~l 1r(n) 
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converges weakly in L2 (0, 1)? 

S.M.Voronin (1973) (8] has used theorem 1 to prove the following 
differential independence result for the Riemann zeta function. 

Theorem lf F(((s), ('(s), ... '((N-l)(s)) =o identically in S E e, 
where F is a continuous complex function, then F is identically zero. 

B.Bagchi (1982) [10] has generalized this result proving that ( does not 
satisfy a differential-difference equation: If h1 < h2 < · · · < hm are real 
constants and 

where <P is a continuous complex function, then <P is identically zero. 

In [1],[4] the present author proved that if [Ap/](8) = J~ p (~) 
f(x)dx is considered as an operator on L 2 (0, 1), then R.H. holds if 
and only if KerAp = {0}. Among other things we proved that Ap is 
Hilbert-Schmidt but neither nuclear nor normal, and we determined its 
spectrum, its (generalized) eigenvectors and its modified Fredholm de
terminant. If {An}n~l is the sequence of non-zero eigenvalues of Ap, 
ordered in such a way that I.Anl ;:::: I.An+II, Vn E N, where each eigenvalue 

is repeated a number of times equal to its multiplicity, then 1>-nl :::; .:_ 
n 

Vn E N, ¿::: I.Anl = oo and >.n fl. lR for an infinite number of n's. Two 
n>l 

natural questions that arise are: 

1) Is the series L >.n conditionally convergent? and if so, what al
n>l 

ternative of LéVy's theorem holds for it? 

2) Which alternative of Ben-Artzi's theorem applies to Ap? 

We have shown that lR C R(trAp) which implies that either R(trAp) = 
lR or R(trAp) =C. 

The Beurling function defined by 

J(a) = 11 

p (~) p (;) dx, a E [0, 1] 
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appears in the Beurling approach to the R.H. [3]. Theorem 2 has been 
useful to establish sorne of the properties of this function listed below. 
J is continuous, not differentiable in [O, 1] n Q, and obeys the functional 
equation 

a:lna: (1- a:)ln(1- a) 
---- = 

2 2 
J(1)- J(a:)- J(1- a)+ a 

+ (1-a:)J( 1 :
0

),Va:E[0,1/2]. 

For J we have severa! expressions as an infinite series: 

J(a:) = K(a:), Va E [0, 1] \ Q, 

J(a:) =K( a:)+ P + q {1nr (1- -
1
-) -_'Y_} 

q p+q p+q 

if a= !!. E [0, 1) nQ, p, q E N, (p, q) = 1, where r is the gamma function, 
q 

'Y is the Euler constant and 

K(a:) = ln(1 +a) + ~ ln (1 +a) _a:+ 
2 2 a 

(1 +a)~ {ln (1- p(ma:) ) + p(ma:) } 
L...,¡> m(1 +a) m(1 +a:) 

m 1 

.:.. (1 +a:)~ {ln (1- p(~)a ) + p(~)a } f0 m(1 +a) m(1 +a) 

A formula that holds for all a in [O, 1] is 

a 
+ '2{ln(27r)- 'Y- 1}. 
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p(na) - l 
The series L n 2 converges almost everywhere and it 

n>l 
defines a lower semicontinuous function. If a E Q then one of the 

p(na)- l "'p(.!l)- l 
series L 2 or L..J a 2 is divergent. We conjecture that 

n>l n n>l n 
- p(na)- l -

the series L n 2 is convergent if and only if a f/. Q. If this is 
n>l 

true, then we have that 

J(a) 1+a 1-a = -a+ -
2

-{In(27r)- 'Y}+ -
2
-Ina+ 

aL p(~)- ~ - L p(ma)- ~, 'v'a E [0, 1] \ Q. 
m m 

m~l m~l 

These formulae for J and the functional equation (2.2) are compatible 
by virtue of theorem 2. 
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